The surface grading of ceramic tiles is essential for ceramic tile industries due to the huge development of infrastructure and essential usage of ceramic tiles. In some industries, surface grading is performed manually. It is a difficult task due to a large number of variations in the surface properties. In this study, a technique for surface grading of ceramic using deep learning is presented. The system uses the VxC Tiles of Surface Grading (TSG) database for performance evaluation. The deep learning based Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is used for the surface grading approach that classifies the tiles into Grade-1 (G1), Grade-2 (G2) and Grade-3 (G3). The system uses seven layers in CNN, which includes convolution, pooling and fully connected layers. Initially, the input tile image is converted Red, Green and Blue (RGB) color channels, and then CNN approach is applied for the classification of tile images. Experimental results show the better classification accuracy of 96.17% for surface grading of ceramic tiles using a deep learning approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The surface defect detection from the plain ceramic tiles using image processing is presented in [1] . The acquired input tile images are preprocessed by image enhancement technique and noise removal by low pass filter. Then, the edges are detected. A morphological operation is used to remove unwanted regions. If there is no white pixel in the image, the spot is detected. Ceramic tile images with dot product for corner defect detection are described in [2] . Initially, the input image is cropped in the preprocessing stage. Then, segmentation technique is employed by thresholding technique. The median filtering approach is used to remove noise and then each initial point is identified in each boundary. Feature extraction is made by geometric explanation and conversion between radius and degrees. The decision-making algorithm is used for detection.
Ceramic tile location based on a combination of features is discussed in [3] . Firstly, the gauss pyramid model is used to reduce the search space, by smoothing and raw data are reduced. Geometric features and color features make the feature extraction. The localization of tile images is made by parameter optimization and target discriminating localization method. Automated defect detection in ceramic tiles using image processing is described in [4] . At first, the preprocessing steps such as resizing the image and colour to gray conversion are performed. Morphological operations are performed to remove redundant regions. Then, the good tile classification is made by color variation method.
Surface grading of ceramic tiles based on the feature fusion technique is presented in [5] . A Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) decomposes the input tile images. Then the features are extracted by gray level co-occurrence matrix.
Statistical features like contrast, correlation, homogeneity and energy are also extracted. Then the classification is made by feed-forward neural network classifier. An efficient and simple method for ceramic tile surface defects is presented in [6] . The image preprocessing is made by intensity adjustment, contrast, image acquisition and surface extraction technique. Feature extraction is made by reference tile comparison methods and self-learning methods for the ceramic tile classification.
Colour histogram based colour grading of randomly textured ceramic tiles is discussed in [7] . At first, the histogram of test tile is computed, then the color histogram is compared for the color shade grading. The features like divergence, Bhattacharyya distance, chi-square, correlation coefficient and matusita distance are extracted. The production line is stimulated. Then the color histogram smoothing is made for color grading of ceramic tiles.
The color grading of ceramic tiles using machine vision is presented in [8] . The k-means clustering is applied to the input tile images. Then the tiles are graded into two sets by using their inter-class difference. The automatic color grading of ceramic tiles is discussed in [9] based on the combination of color and DWT analysis. DWT is applied to the input tile images. The subband entropy features are computed and then feature selection is applied. Finally, the k-nearest neighbor is used for ceramic tile grading.
Marble plate classification based on a neural network is described in [10] . The three types of feature extraction techniques like DWT, discrete cosine transform and texture histograms are used. A Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) makes the marble classification. Marble surface classification using DWT is presented in [11] . Visual quality parameters are extracted from DWT coefficients and the obtained parameters decides the surface quality of marbles.
A technique for surface grading of ceramic tiles using deep learning approach is presented. The organization of the paper is as follows: The materials and methods for surface grading of ceramic tiles are presented in section 2. In section 3, experimental results and discussion of the surface grading system are presented. The last section concludes the surface grading system by deep learning approach.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
In this study, deep learning based surface grading of ceramic tiles is presented. At first, the RGB channels are separated from the input tile images. Then deep learning based CNN approach is employed as feature extraction and also for the classification of tile images. Figure 1 shows the work flow of surface grading of ceramic tiles based on CNN.
A. Separation of RGB color channels
RGB refers to three additive colors such as Red, Green and Blue. The color pixel of each image with the combination of red, green and blue intensities are stored in each color plane in the pixel location. RGB images are referred as true color images due to their color intensities. RGB images in graphic file format are stored as 24-bit images with 8-bits for each Red, Green and Blue component.
Fig. 1 Surface grading in ceramic tiles using CNN -workflow
RGB color model represents the display of images in electronic systems such as computers, laptops and televisions also used in photography. RGB channels are directly used in image de-blurring [12] and segmentation of lesion in leaf crops [13] . In this study, the input color tile images are separated into three channels at first, and then deep learning based CNN technique is used for the classification.
B. Deep learning based CNN fusion
CNN is a standard version of MLP. In a fully connected layer MLP is connected to all neurons in the next layer. It causes over fitting data and some measurement and weights may cause loss function. CNN overcomes MLP drawback by using hierarchical pattern in data. It represents vast complex pattern by using simpler and smaller patterns. 
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When comparing with other image processing techniques, CNN uses only low pre-processing steps. It is also used in lung abnormalities [14] and electrocardiogram classification [15] . Figure 2 shows the deep learning based CNN architecture for surface grading in ceramic tiles. The output from the CNN approach G1, G2 and G3 represents Grade 1, Grade 2 and Grade 3 respectively.
Fig. 2 Deep learning based CNN architecture for surface grading ceramic tiles
In this study, CNN architecture is used for the classification of ceramic tile images. All tile images are resized (128 x 128 pixels) to a standard size and their colour channels are separated. Each colour channel is convoluted with a 9x9 filter and then rectilinear activation function is applied to extract the feature map. Finally, max-pooling with stride 2 is applied that selects the largest value inside the matrix of size 2x2. This process is applied twice to get the reduced feature map of size 14x14 for each colour channel. The fully connected layer is used for the classification of ceramic tile images.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of surface grading system is evaluated by VxC TSG image database [16] . The database images are taken from ceramic industry which consists of 960 digital images with 42 surface grades and 14 different ceramic models. Database consists of three types of ceramic patterns like pseudo random, random and fixed. Table 1 shows the description of VxC TSG database. Figure 3 shows the different surface grades in VxC TSG database like Mediteranea, Antique and Santiago, with G1, G2 and G3. Fully connected layer
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Fig. 3 Sample images of different surface grades in VxC TSG database Mediterranea (top row), Antigue (middle row) and Santiago (bottom row)
The surface grading of ceramic tile images is made by using VxC TSG database. Initially, the input ceramic tile images are converted into RGB channels. These three channels (Red, Green and Blue) given separately for the classification.
The deep learning based CNN method is used for classification. The fully connected layer in the CNN grades the surface of the given tiles. Table 2 shows the classification accuracy of surface grading in ceramic tiles using CNN. It is observed from Table 2 that the overall classification accuracy of 96.17% is obtained by using the deep learning based on CNN approach. The average classification accuracy of G1, G2 and G3 tile images are 96.35%, 95.5% and 97%. Among the three grades of surfaces in the tile images, G3 tile images have the better classification accuracy comparing with G1 and G2 tile images by using deep learning based CNN approach.
IV. CONCLUSION
An efficient method for surface grading of ceramic tiles using CNN approach is presented. The input ceramic tile images of Grade 1, 2 and 3 are converted into RGB channels. Then, the red, green and blue channels are separately given to the CNN approach. In this study, CNN with seven layers is used. The first two convolution layers are applied with relu activation function for better classification. Max-pooling layer is applied to two times for better accuracy. Then, 3x3 matrices with separate R, G and B channels are given to fully connected layer for the classification. A better classification accuracy of 96.17% is attained for surface grading of ceramic tiles using deep learning approach based CNN.
